Press Release
Cortado: Apple and Android Device Enrollment From the Cloud
Cortado Cloud enables companies of all sizes, and in all verticals, to easily integrate mobile
devices into their workplaces

BERLIN/DENVER/LAS VEGAS, August 28, 2017 -- The enterprise mobility expert, Cortado
Mobile Solutions, today launched Cortado Cloud, a new MDM/MAM solution for quick and easy
mobile device and application management. Cortado Cloud enables companies to set-up and
commission iOS and Android mobile devices in just a few easy few steps. With Cortado Cloud,
devices are automatically equipped with required features and apps, such as e-mail, Wi-Fi and
VPN, as well as extensive security features including policies, data encryption, delete functions
and password locks. This new cloud-based solution eliminates the need for companies to operate
their own server or have in-house MDM know-how.

Many companies want to enable mobile work for their employees without having to set up and
manage a specialized IT landscape. Cortado Cloud addresses this need. In addition to
automatically making required features available on the device, it delivers security businesses
can count on. Encryption, the ability to lock and delete devices, and force a password-protected
login ensure the highest levels of data security. Servers are located in Germany, thereby fully
complying with its strict data protection regulations.
Compared to other solution providers, Cortado focuses on the opportunities made available
directly with mobile operating systems themselves. This means that employees always benefit
from OS updates including their important security features and new productivity tools, all without
any delay.
“With Cortado Cloud, companies empower their employees with mobility in record time and
without requiring special know-how,” said Sven Huschke, CEO at Cortado Mobile Solutions. “All
of this is combined with a high degree of automation making it particularly easy to set up and
implement. Cortado Cloud is the ideal solution for agile companies looking to remain in charge of
their devices and data with a minimum workload and who are actively looking for a cloud solution.”
Cortado Cloud accounts are available from just 10 users at https://cloud.cortado.com. Pricing
starts at $6.38/€5.50 per user (including up to 5 devices). Interested parties can try Cortado Cloud
free for a full 7 days.
Press information and images can be found at: https://press.cortado.com
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Cortado Mobile Solutions GmbH is a wholly owned subsidiary of Cortado Holding AG, and is
responsible for all operations relating to the enterprise mobility solution Cortado Corporate Server.
The unique enterprise mobility solution offers the perfect balance between security for the
organization, easy manageability for the IT department and maximum flexibility for users.
The on-premises software includes all the tools required for successful enterprise mobility; mobile
device management, mobile application management and mobile content management, and can
be fully integrated into the Windows backend. IT administrators continue to work with their known
systems, Active Directory groups and Windows privileges, and users can access network drives,
SharePoint and intranet pages directly from their mobile devices.
Cortado Mobile Solutions follows the philosophy that working natively delivers the highest levels
of user acceptance. So Cortado’s enterprise mobility solution fully supports native app
management and instead of focusing on separate storage when it comes to file sharing, enables
a direct connection to the corporate network. The result is a significant increase in productivity for
mobile employees, improved collaboration among teams as well as convenient management for
the IT department. Cortado’s enterprise mobility solution is developed and tested at its
headquarters in Berlin, Germany. Also, experts in offices in the United States, UK, Australia,
Japan, and Brazil, highly qualified consultants at our Berlin location as well as a trained, worldwide
network of channel partners provide presence and support to local customers throughout the
world.
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